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The PrepTest is an actual LSAT administered on the date indicated. Practice as if taking an actual

test by following the test-taking instructions and timing yourself. In addition to actual LSAT

questions, each PrepTest contains an answer key, writing sample, and score-conversion table.
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Look, I know that dishing out almost ten bucks for each of these practice tests (PTs) sucks, but it is

important. No prep book or test taking strategies can do the trick alone. The magic happens when

you put what you've learned into practice with actual tests.Buy these, take them under perfectly

simulated conditions (even find the testing room if you can), review them extensively to understand

your mistakes, and kill it on test day. Between the 2 times I took the LSAT, I went through

approximately 50 PTs. This prep had everything to do with my 97th and 99th percentile scores.

I used these book's along with the lsat logic reading game bible series.. I didn't study very much and

was able to score a 171..I attribute my success to these book's...The trick is drilling weak area's at

the end of each week and ensuring you take a practice test at least once weekly. I would

recommend about 15 practice tests to take in complete sittings and 15 for drilling weak areas.

This Prep Test was an excellent choice.Of course, there is no particular difference between say



PrepTest 61 or 63. However, I found this choice to be very challenging and full of highly varied tests.

It was relatively thin but that can be expected with whichever prep test you choose to buy. So note

that you should probably buy a few.It was the worth the price after exhausting all the free prep test

options online.

I noticed people were still buying this book, so I decided to write an up to date (2014) review. This is

an excellent test to use for practice, as it's quite recent. However, you can get it along with 9 other

official practice tests in a compilation book released by the LSAC:10 Actual, Official LSAT

PrepTests Volume V: PrepTests 62 through 71That book currently sells for $21, making it a far

better deal than individually buying the ten preptests. So get the compilation book instead of this

single volume. You should also get the two other recent compilation books, and preptets 72

onwards:10 New Actual, Official LSAT PrepTests with Comparative Reading: (PrepTests 52-61)

(Lsat Series)The Next 10 Actual, Official LSAT PrepTests (Lsat Series)Official LSAT Preptest 72:

June 2014 LSAT(Note: As of Sept 2014, 72 is the most recent. But you may be reading this review

later. In which case, check if preptests 73+ have been released yet. There's a new preptest every

October, January and July.)Don't do the recent tests right away. You should start with some older

tests to get a feel for the exam, and save the more recent tests for later.GraemeModerator of

Reddit's LSAT forum

It is absolutely necessary to purchase LSAT 62-69 separately as they have not been published in a

compilation book as of yet. If you are to be successful on the LSAT you need to take as many actual

LSATs as humanly possible.

Anyone serious about improving on the LSAT should be studying with actual LSAT preptests such

as this one. Answering real questions from previously administered tests is one of the most effective

ways of increasing your score.This is one of the (as of April 2012) more modern LSAT tests

available. This test has the new comparative reading section AND it has the new game question.

Because of the modern changes to the LSAT and how recent this test is, this is a must-have for

anyone serious about improving on the LSAT.For more about the LSAT and how to improve visit

180degreeslsat.com

Definitely a must have for anyone preparing for the LSAT exam. I have purchased number 62, 63,

64 and 65 Pretests and they are great for preparing me for the upcoming real LSAT in June. Law



school here I come :)))

It is a great product to have for the LSAT! It is not so expensive and you could definitely use it as a

tool to improve your LSAT score!
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